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Abstract
Purpose – This paper aims to report the results of numerical analysis of turbulent fluid flow and forced-
convection heat transfer in solar air channels with baffle-type attachments of various shapes. The effect of
reconfiguring baffle geometry on the local and average heat transfer coefficients and pressure drop
measurements in the whole domain investigated at constant surface temperature condition along the top and
bottom channels’ walls is studied by comparing 15 forms of the baffle, which are simple (flat rectangular),
triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated,þ, S, V, double V (orW), Z,
T, G and epsilon (or e)-shaped, with the Reynolds number changing from 12,000 to 32,000.

Design/methodology/approach – The baffled channel flow model is controlled by the Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes equations, besides the k-epsilon (or k-e) turbulence model and the energy equation.
The finite volume method, by means of commercial computational fluid dynamics software FLUENT is used
in this research work.

Findings – Over the range investigated, the Z-shaped baffle gives a higher thermal enhancement factor
than with simple, triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V,
W, T, G and e-shaped baffles by about 3.569-20.809; 3.696-20.127; 3.916-20.498; 1.834-12.154; 1.758-12.107;
7.272-23.333; 6.509-22.965; 8.917-26.463; 8.257-23.759; 5.513-18.960; 8.331-27.016; 7.520-26.592; 6.452-24.324;
and 0.637-17.139 per cent, respectively. Thus, the baffle of Z-geometry is considered as the best modern model
of obstacles to significantly improve the dynamic and thermal performance of the turbulent airflowwithin the
solar channel.
Originality/value – This analysis reports an interesting strategy to enhance thermal transfer in solar air
channels by use of attachments with various shapes

Keywords CFD, Heat transfer, Turbulent regime, Air flow, Baffle, Solar air channel

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
The topic is of paramount importance. Solar air channels are used in several sectors and in very
diverse fields. The improvement of their performance has been and is still of major concern to
theorists and practitioners. Habib et al. (1994) conducted an experimental investigation to study
the characteristics of the turbulent flow and heat transfer inside the periodic cell formed
between segmented baffles staggered in a rectangular duct. In particular, flow field, pressure
loss, and local and average heat transfer coefficients were obtained. The experimental runs
were carried out for different values of Reynolds numbers and baffle heights (window cuts) at
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uniform wall heat flux condition along the top and bottom walls. The results indicated that the
pressure loss increases as the baffle height does, for a given flow rate. Also, the local and
average heat transfer parameters increase with increasing Reynolds number and baffle height.
However, the associated increase in the pressure loss was found to be much higher than the
increase in the heat transfer coefficient. Li and Kottke (1998) investigated the local heat transfer
and pressure drop on the shell side of shell-and-tube heat exchangers with segmental baffles for
different baffle spacings. The distributions of the local heat transfer coefficients on each tube
surface within a fully developed baffle compartment were determined and visualized by means
of mass transfer measurements. Increasing baffle spacing can increase the heat transfer
coefficient in the whole baffle compartment both due to the reduction of the percentage of the
leakage stream and due to the higher flow velocity through the baffle opening. The local heat
transfer coefficient distribution at an individual tube is slightly affected by the baffle spacing.
The pressure drop coefficient for a long baffle spacing is higher than for a short one.
Wong et al. (2003) conducted experimental and numerical studies to investigate the forced
convection and flow friction of a turbulent airflow in a horizontal air-cooled rectangular duct,
with square-sectioned cross-ribs mounted on its bottom surface. Effects of varying the angle
formed by the cross-ribs between 30° and 120° on the forced convection and flow friction were
studied. It was found that an optimum angle corresponding to the highest heat transfer
coefficient occurred between 60° and 70°. Tandiroglu (2006) investigated the effect of the flow
geometry parameters on transient forced-convection heat transfer for turbulent flow in a
circular tube with baffle inserts. Air, Prandtl number of which is 0.71, was used as working
fluid, while stainless steel was considered as pipe and baffle material. During the experiments,
different geometrical parameters such as the baffle spacing H and the baffle orientation angle
b were varied. Karwa and Maheshwari (2009) presented results of an experimental study of
heat transfer and friction in a rectangular section duct with fully perforated baffles (open area
ratio of 46.8 per cent) or half perforated baffles (open area ratio of 26 per cent) at relative
roughness pitch of 7.2-28.8 affixed to one of the broader walls. The study showed an
enhancement of 79-169 per cent in Nusselt number over the smooth duct for the fully perforated
baffles and 133-274 per cent for the half perforated baffles while the friction factor for the fully
perforated baffles is 2.98-8.02 times of that for the smooth duct and is 4.42-17.5 times for the
half perforated baffles. Liu and Wang (2011) reported a novel design of the ribbed channel,
which is here called semi-attached rib-design. The ribs are perforated at the rib corners to form
two rectangular holes, so a portion of the fluid can pass through the holes. Five different
structures of the rib (width ratios of channel to hole) and two positions (transverse rib and 45°
angled ribs) were analyzed. The numerical results showed that the semi-attached rib-design
can significantly improve local heat transfer and fluid flow performances; the semi-attached
ribs with 45° angle of attack can even achieve a higher efficiency of synthetical heat transfer
than that of the fully attached and detached rib channels, at the same time eliminate the LHTA;
although the average Nusselt number over a pitch in the transverse ribbed channel is lower
than that of fully attached and detached rib channels, this semi-attached ribs can also fully
eliminate the LHTA. Yongsiri et al. (2014) presented the results of numerical study of turbulent
flow and heat transfer in a channel with inclined detached-ribs. The heat transfer, pressure loss
and thermal performance of the inclined detached-ribs with different attack angles (u = 0-165°)
were examined and compared with those of the typical transverse attached rib with u of 90°.
The computational results showed that, at high Reynolds number, the inclined ribs with u =
60° and 120° yield comparable heat transfer rates and thermal performance factors which are
higher than those given by the ones with other angles. On the other hand, at low Reynolds
number, the effect of rib attack angle is insignificant. Zhao et al. (2016) experimentally studied
the pressure drop and friction factor of de-ionized water flowing across staggered mini pin fins
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of the same height and transverse spacing but with different pin density and different shapes of
circular, elliptical, square, diamond and triangle, in a rectangular channel. The influence of
shapes of mini pin fins on the flow resistance was discussed, the experimental data were
compared with existing correlations for micro/mini scale pin fins, and evaluations were made
on their applicability. Handoyo et al. (2016) described the result of the numerical studies of
obstacles’ spacing inserted in a v-corrugated channel of a solar air heater. The heat transfer
from the v-corrugated absorber plate and the air pressure drop flowing the v-corrugated
channel was discussed. The obstacles were delta-shaped and installed on bottom plate of the
channel. Skullong et al. (2016) carried out an experimental and numerical work to study the
heat transfer enhancement in a heat exchanger square-duct fitted with 30° oblique horseshoe
baffles (HB). The HB were inserted on the test duct with three relative baffle-pitches (PR =
P/H = 0.5, 1 and 2) and five relative baffle heights (BR = b/H = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.25). The
work was conducted using air as the test fluid for a turbulent flow regime, in the Reynolds
number range from about 4000 to 25,000. Numerical flow and heat transfer behaviors such as
streamlines, temperature and Nusselt number contours of the duct flow model were also
reported. Du et al. (2017) designed a special flow layout with U-shaped tubes applied in the
laboratory for testing the heat transfer performances (HTPs) of molten salt in the shell side of a
shell-and-tube heat exchanger (STHE). Based on this design, the transitional convective HTPs
(6142< Re< 9125) of molten salt with higher temperature (209.41-241.49°C) in the STHE with
segmental baffles (STHE-SBs) were experimentally studied, and the corresponding heat
transfer correlations were fitted. The effects of segmental baffles on the molten salt heat
transfer enhancement in lower flow rate region were better than those in higher flow rate
region, and the maximum increment of Nusselt number was 26 per cent. Other similar works
can be found in literature such as Chamkha (2000, 2001); Chamkha and Khaled (2000);
Chamkha and Al-Humoud (2007); Chamkha and Rashad (2012); Chamkha et al. (2011, 2017);
Khalid and Chamkha (2001); Mahdy and Chamkha (2010); Patil and Chamkha (2013); Rashad
et al.(2011); Noghrehabadi et al. (2012, 2013a,2013b, 2013c, 2014); Ghalambaz et al. (2015, 2017);
Zargartalebi et al. (2015), Tahmasebi et al. (2018), and Mehryan et al. (2018), Menni and Azzi
(2017, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c); Menni et al. (2015, 2016, 2017, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e,
2018f, 2018g). In those studies, different geometry parameters and various boundary conditions
were used.

Today, the study of solar air channels remains inevitable because they play a predominant
role in various thermal installations. Through the present work, it is attempted to highlight the
different parameters that affect the heat transfer; such parameters are the flow regime and the
shape geometry of the baffle. The term solar air channel’ means calculation. Computational
Fluid dynamics (CFD) is now the most widely used technique in the field of heat exchange, and
themastery of the software Fluent is of paramount importance.

2. Mathematical formulation
2.1 Problem statement
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the physical model. A transverse, solid-type
baffle was introduced within the channel to force vortices which have a substantial influence on
the turbulence intensity of the flow, thus causing a larger heat transfer enhancement in the
entire domain under investigation. This baffle is attached to the heated lower surface at a
distance (Lin) of 0.218 m, downstream from the intake of the computational domain; its shape is
varied, i.e. simple, triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc,
corrugated,þ, S, V, double V (orW), Z, T,C and epsilon (or « )-shaped, to identify the optimum
configuration for enhanced heat transfer, as shown in Figure 2(a)-(o), respectively. The distance
(h) between the upper tip of the baffle and the lower channel wall is maintained constant and
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equal to 0.08 m, for all case treated. This situation causes an area reduction of 54.794 per cent at
the end of the baffle. The thickness (e) of this same baffle is maintained constant and equal to
0.01 m. The geometry of the baffle varies from the simple flat rectangular shape [see
Figure 2(a)] to the epsilon shape without changing the geometrical dimensions h and e, but their
section is variable. Air, whose Prandtl number (Pr) is 0.71, is the working fluid used, and the
Reynolds numbers considered range from 12,000 to 32,000.

2.2 Governing equations
Several assumptions were considered so as to avoid unnecessary burdening of the problem,
on the one hand, and, on the other, to make the application of the boundary conditions
simpler while retaining a good physical representation of the problem. These assumptions
are:

� Flow and heat transfer are two-dimensional.
� Air flow is supposed to be turbulent.
� The physical properties of the fluid and solid are constant; they are evaluated at the

temperature of the fluid at the inlet of the channel.
� The fluid is Newtonian and incompressible.
� Viscous dissipation and pressure force work are negligible.
� The fluid enters the channel with a uniform temperature and constant velocity

profile.

The governing equations are the conservation of mass equation, the Navier–Stokes
equations, the energy conservation equation within the fluid and in the solid, and the
turbulence equations. All these equations are expressed in Cartesian coordinates due to the
rectangular geometry of the physical system under studied.

2.2.1 Continuity equation

@

@xi
ruið Þ ¼ 0 (1)

2.2.2 Momentum equation

@

@xi
ruiujð Þ ¼ @

rxi
m

@ui
@xj

� ru0
iu

0
j

� �� �
� @P
@xi

(2)

where r is the fluid density, P the pressure, m dynamic viscosity, ui and uj are mean velocity
components in xi and xj directions.

Figure 1.
Schematic
representation of the
physical model with
boundary conditions
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2.2.3 Energy equation

@

@xi
ruiTð Þ ¼ @

rxi
Cþ Ctð Þ @T

@xj

 !
(3)

where C and Ct are molecular thermal diffusivity and turbulent thermal diffusivity,
respectively, and are given by:

Figure 2.
Present channel with
(a) flat rectangular

(simple),
(b) triangular,
(c) trapezoidal,
(d) cascaded
rectangular-
triangular,

(e) diamond, (f) arc,
(g) corrugated, (h)þ,
(i) S, (j) V, (k) double
V (orW), (l) Z, (m) T,

(n)C and/or
(o) epsilon (or « )
shaped baffles
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C ¼ m=Pr and Ct ¼ m t=Prt (4)

In equation (2), ru0
iu

0
j is the Reynolds stresses defined by the Boussinesq hypothesis as:

�ru0
iu

0
j ¼ m t

@ui
xj

þ uj
xi

� �
� 2
3

rkþ m t
@ui
@xj

� �
d ij (5)

where d ij is the Kroenecker delta and m t the eddy viscosity defined as:

m t ¼ rCm
k2

«
(6)

2.2.4 Standard k-epsilon model. The standard k-« model, based on Launder and Spalding
(1974), is defined by two transport equations, one for the turbulent kinetic energy, k and the
other for the dissipation rate « , as given below:

@

@xj
rkuj
� � ¼ @

@xj
m þ m t

s k

� �
@k
@xj

" #
þ Gk þ r« (7)

@

@xj
r«ujð Þ ¼ @

@xj
m þ m t

s«

� �
@«

@xj

" #
þ C1«

«

k
� C2« r

« 2

k
(8)

In equations (7) and (8), Gk represents the production rate of the kinetic energy due to the
energy transfer from the mean flow to turbulence. The empirical constants for the standard
k-« model are assigned the following values (Launder and Spalding, 1974):

Cm ¼ 0:99; C1« ¼ 1:44; C2« ¼ 1:92; s k ¼ 1:0; s« ¼ 1:3 (9)

2.3 Boundary conditions
Detailed thermal-aeraulic boundary conditions are also given in Figure 1. The aeraulic
boundary conditions are set according to the numerical and experimental study of Demartini
et al. (2004) while the thermal boundary conditions are chosen according to the work of
Nasiruddin and Kamran Siddiqui (2007). The air as test fluid with constant properties at Tin =
300 K flows into the channel. A uniform one-dimensional velocity profile (u = Uin, v = 0) is
applied as the aeraulic boundary condition at the inlet of the channel. A turbulence intensity
value (TI ) of 2 per cent for the inlet height was used. Impermeable boundary and no-slip wall
conditions are implemented over the channel walls and the baffle surfaces. In the channel exit it
is prescribed the atmospheric pressure (Patm). For the thermal boundary conditions, a constant
temperature ofTw= 375 Kwas applied on the entire wall of the computational domain.

2.4 Governing parameters
The flow Reynolds number (Re) based on channel aeraulic diameter:

Dh ¼ 2HW= H þWð Þ (10)
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is given by:

Re ¼ rUDh=m (11)

The friction factor (f ) is evaluated from the pressure drop (DP) as:

f ¼ DP=Lð ÞDh

1
2 rU

2 (12)

where U represents the average axial velocity of the section and tw is the shear stress to the
wall.

For determining the heat transfer rate inside the channel, the heat transfer is measured
by the local Nusselt number (Nux) which can be written as:

Nux ¼ hxDh

kf
(13)

and the average Nusselt number (Nu) can be obtained by:

Nu ¼ 1
L

ð
Nux@x (14)

The following expression represents the thermal enhancement factor (TEF):

TEF ¼ Nu=Nu0ð Þ= f=f0ð Þ1=3 (15)

The Dittus and Boelter (1930) and Petukhov (1970) correlations can be used to normalize the
average Nusselt number and friction factor, respectively. The quantities Nu0 and f0 are the
average Nusselt number and the friction factor of the smooth channel, respectively. The
Dittus and Boelter correlation has the form:

Nu0 ¼ 0:023Re0:8Pr0:4 for Re � 104 (16)

The Petukhov correlation has the form:

f0 ¼ 0:79lnRe� 1:64ð Þ�2
for 3� 103#Re# 5� 106 (17)

3. Numerical solution
The governing flow equations above with the thermo-aerodynamic boundary conditions
were solved by the finite volume method (Patankar, 1980), using the commercial CFD
software FLUENT. The SIMPLE-algorithm (Patankar, 1980) is used for the convective
terms in the solution equations. The QUICK-scheme in the form given by Leonard and
Mokhtari (1990) is selected to discretize the convective terms in the governing equations,
while a Second-order upwind scheme(Patankar, 1980) is used for the pressure terms. To
control the update of the computed variables at each iteration; under-relaxation was varied
between 0.3 and 1.0 (Nasiruddin and Kamran Siddiqui, 2007).Then, the solutions are said to
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be converging when the normalized residuals are smaller than 10�12 and 10�9 for the energy
equation and the other variables, respectively.

3.1 Grid independent
The following figure [see Figure 3(a) to (o)] illustrates an example of a highly concentrated
mesh with solid internal walls, near the baffle. It was created with the help of the software

Figure 3.
An example of a
highly concentrated
mesh with solid
internal walls, near
the (a) flat
rectangular (simple),
(b) triangular,
(c) trapezoidal,
(d) cascaded
rectangular-
triangular,
(e) diamond, (f) arc,
(g) corrugated, (h)þ,
(i) S, (j) V, (k) double
V (orW), (l) Z, (m) T,
(n)C and (o) epsilon
(or « ) shaped baffles
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GAMBIT. This refinement was necessary near the walls to account for the flow variations in
the near-wall region. The grid independence tests were performed by realizing CFD
simulations in the whole domain investigated, using different structured quadrilateral-type
grid systems with the number of mesh nodes ranging from 35 to 145 along the channel
depth and from 95 to 370 along the length. In particular, the numerical values of average
Nusselt number (Nu), and skin friction factor (f ) are shown plotted in Figure 4(a), and (b)

Figure 4.
Numerical values of
(a) average Nusselt
number (Nu) and
(b) friction factor

(f) versus the mesh
node density forRe=

12,000

Upper channel wall
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versus the mesh node density (95 � 35; 120 � 45; 145 � 55; 170 � 65; 195 � 75; 220 � 85;
245� 95; and 370� 145), for Re = 12,000, respectively. The grid system with the number of
nodes equal to 245 � 95 (in X and Y directions respectively) performs around 0.35 and 0.5
per cent deviation for the Nu, and f, respectively, in compared with the grid of size 370 �
145. Therefore, the grid cell of 245� 95 is selected for the rest of our study.

3.2 Verification of smooth rectangular channel
The current computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis results on heat and friction loss are
validated by comparing the predicted Nusselt number (Nu0) and friction factor ( f0) with the
results obtained from the well-known steady-state flow correlations of Dittus-Boelter and
Petukhov, respectively, for the turbulent forced-convection smooth channel flow. The Nu0
and f0 obtained from the present smooth channel and the correlations of equations (16) and
(17) at Reynolds numbers of 12,000-32,000 are plotted in Figure 5(a) and (b), respectively. As
it can be shown in this figure, the present smooth channel results agree well with the
available correlations with63.5 per cent in comparison with Dittus-Boelter correlation for
theNu0, and61.15 per cent in comparison with Petukhov correlation for f0.

4. Results and discussion
4.1 Thermal-aerodynamic structure
Figure 6(a)-(o) shows the effect of the lower wall-mounted baffle shape, i.e. rectangular
(simple), triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated,
þ, S, V, double V (or W), Z, T,C and epsilon (or « )-shaped, on the turbulent airflow structure
near the wall, respectively. The plots in that figure present the streamlines for various baffle
form geometries, at Re =12,000.The plots reveal the existence of three main regions. In the
first region, just upstream of the baffle, the fluid is accelerated and arrives with an axial
speed. At the approach of the baffle, the current lines are deflected. In the second region,
located between the top of the baffle and the upper wall of the channel, the flow is
accelerated due to the effect of cross-sectional reduction. In the third region, downstream of
the baffle, the current lines are generated by the effect of flow expansion, thus leaving the
section formed by the baffle and the lower wall. The most important phenomenon occurring
in this zone is the formation of a recirculating flow whose extent is proportional to the flow
velocity. As a conclusion, one may say that these baffles give longer flow path and high
vortex strength due to the changing orientation of the flow. The flow model that uses
various baffle forms looks the same except for the flow regions around the corners of the
baffle.

Figure 7(a)-(o) presents the contour plots of the axial velocity field, for various baffle
cases at Re = 12,000. It is clearly noted that the fluid velocity values are almost negligible
near the baffle, particularly in the downstream areas; this is caused by the presence of the
recirculation cells. Far from these regions, the current lines become parallel, which leads to
the progressive development of the flow. It is also worth noticing that the axial velocity
increases in the region extending from the end of the baffle to the wall of the channel. This
rise in velocity is caused by the presence of the baffle and also by the presence of recycling;
hence, an abrupt change in the direction of the flow comes out. One can also notice that the
largest velocity values are found near the top of the channel. The flow starts accelerating
just after the baffle, to finally reach values of the order of 223.793-354.048 per cent of
the intake velocity, depending on the baffle shape geometry. It is clear that changing the
baffle shape has a more reasonable impact on the upper left side of the baffle; this is due to
the deviation of the flow direction. In the case of a simple baffle, of flat rectangular form, the
axial velocity is found to be highest by about 330.878 per cent compared to the inlet velocity
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Uin. In a comparison with the simple baffle, the axial velocity decreases in the arc,
corrugated, þ, S, V, W, T, C and « -shaped baffle cases by15.606, 12.871, 8.321, 24.791,
16.815, 18.139, 32.363, 8.436, and 24.776 per cent, respectively. However, the fluid velocity
increases by 2.217, 0.287, 1.641, 1.670, and 7.002 per cent when the baffle form is triangular,
trapezoidal, cascaded, diamond and Z-shape, respectively at the same Reynolds number. In
addition, the maximum axial velocity is obtained for Z-shaped baffle case while the lowest
one is for T-shaped baffle case. The use of the baffle with Z-geometry gives higher axial

Figure 5.
Verification of (a) Nu0
and (b) f0 of smooth

air channel at
Reynolds numbers of
1.2� 104-3.2� 104
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velocity than that with rectangular (simple), triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-
triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, double V (or W), T, C and epsilon (or « )
geometries around 6.544, 4.472, 6.275, 5.010, 4.983, 21.129, 18.572, 14.321, 29.713, 22.259,
23.497, 36.790, 14.428, and 29.699, respectively.

Figure 6.
Streamlines for
(a) flat rectangular
(simple),
(b) triangular,
(c) trapezoidal,
(d) cascaded
rectangular-
triangular,
(e) diamond, (f) arc,
(g) corrugated, (h)þ,
(i) S, (j) V, (k) double
V (orW), (l) Z, (m) T,
(n)C and (o) epsilon
(or « ) shaped baffles,
atRe= 12,000
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Figure 8(a)-(o) shows the contour plots of transverse velocity field with different types of
baffles when Re = 12,000. As you can see, the variation in the baffle shape geometry has a
more sensible effect on the top of baffle front regions, which is due to deviation in flow
direction toward the gap above this same baffle. The triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded

Figure 7.
Contour plots of axial

velocity fields for
(a) flat rectangular

(simple),
(b) triangular,
(c) trapezoidal,
(d) cascaded
rectangular-
triangular,

(e) diamond, (f) arc,
(g) corrugated, (h)þ,
(i) S, (j) V, (k) double
V (orW), (l) Z, (m) T,
(n)C and (o) epsilon
(or « ) shaped baffles,

atRe= 12,000
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rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, W, T, C and « -shaped baffles
showed decreases of about 2.674, 0.424, 2.865, 2.865, 24.684, 19.487, 16.965, 25.907, 32.479,
38.861, 10.240, 1.987 and 19.625 per cent, respectively, in transverse velocity value relative to
that in the simple flat rectangular baffle. However, the value of transverse velocity increases

Figure 8.
Contour plots of
transverse velocity
fields for (a) flat
rectangular (simple),
(b) triangular,
(c) trapezoidal,
(d) cascaded
rectangular-
triangular,
(e) diamond, (f) arc,
(g) corrugated, (h)þ,
(i) S, (j) V, (k) double
V (orW), (l) Z, (m) T,
(n)C and (o) epsilon
(or « ) shaped baffles,
atRe= 12,000
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by 1.834 per cent when the baffle geometry is Z-shape. At this same value of Reynolds
number, the simple flat rectangular, triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-
triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, W, T, C and « -shaped baffles seemed to
decrease the transverse velocity by about, respectively, 1.801, 4.427, 2.217, 4.615, 4.615,
26.041, 20.938, 18.461, 27.242, 33.696, 39.962, 11.857, 3.752 and 21.073 per cent relative to the
Z-shaped baffle.

To follow more precisely the evolution of fluid flow into the airway, we added the
contour plots of dynamic pressure field as listed in Figure 9(a)-(o). As illustrated in this
figure and similar to the results in Figure 7(a)-(o) of the axial speed fields, the pressure
values are very low next to the baffle, especially in the back areas, because of the existence
of recirculation cells. In areas confined between the upper sides of the baffle and the top wall
of the channel, the dynamic pressure values increase. The coefficients of dynamic pressure
are maximal next to the upper surface of the airway after the baffle, near the channel outlet,
due to the high speed of air flow in these regions. The pressure values range from 2.220 as
the lowest value in the case of the W-shaped baffle, and 8.459 as the maximum value in the
case of a baffle of Z-form. Moreover, the pressure value in the case of a simple flat
rectangular baffle is equal to 7.388. This value varies according to the geometry of the baffle
shape so that we record a decrease in the dynamic pressure values for the cases of arc,
corrugated, þ, S, V, W, T, C and « -shaped baffles by 10.016, 12.263, 15.931, 43.408, 14.631,
69.951, 13.603, 16.161, and 43.412 per cent, respectively, while we record an increase in the
dynamic coefficient of pressure in the cases of triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-
triangular, diamond and Z-shaped baffles by 4.493, 0.595, 3.356, 3.397, and 12.661 per cent,
respectively. As expected, the Z-shaped baffle has the largest value of pressure as compared
to other baffles, with an increase of 12.661, 8.736, 12.140, 9.729, 9.693, 21.409, 23.371, 26.575,
50.573, 25.440, 73.755, 24.541, 26.776, and 50.576 per cent in the cases corresponding to
rectangular, triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc,
corrugated, þ, S, V, W, T, C and « -shaped baffles, respectively, at the same Reynolds
number value, Re= 12,000.

The contour plots of turbulent viscosity fields obtained under turbulent flow regime for
all baffle types with only one Reynolds number, Re= 12,000, are presented in Figure 10(a)-(o).
The trends of turbulent viscosity distribution are similar for all cases treated. The plots show
the largest value in the regions downstream of the baffle corresponding to the zones of
counter rotating flow, and the smallest value in the regions around the left face of this same
baffle for all configurations simulated. The baffle with Z-shape provides the highest value of
turbulent viscosity while that with « -shape yields the lowest one. In addition, the use of Z
model baffle results in higher turbulent viscosity than the use of rectangular, triangular,
trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, W, T, C and
« -shaped baffles up to 8.974, 12.820, 14.102, 15.384, 16.666, 29.487, 28.205, 19.230, 46.153,
17.948, 30.769, 10.256, 21.794 and 46.153 per cent, respectively.

The effect of changing baffle shape geometries on the flow structure in terms of turbulent
intensity (TI) for the channel with simple (flat, rectangular shape) and/or modern (triangular,
trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated,þ, S, V, double V (or
W), Z, T, C and epsilon (or « )-shaped obstacles is represented in Figure 11(a)-(o). Based on
this figure and compared with the previous plot of turbulent viscosity fields, it is clear that
the values of the turbulent intensity increase more rapidly and this from one case to another,
where it peaks at the level of the recycling areas after the baffle, near the outlet of the
channel, between the upper and lower heated surfaces. In the case of a simple baffle, the
maximum value of the turbulent intensity is 76.967 per cent. This value can be decreased or
increased. This is related to the geometry of the considered baffle. This value decreases to
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67.415, 68.711, 65.766, 75.484, 74.092, 64.889, 69.008, 67.890, 75.570 and 47.894 per cent in
case of triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, corrugated, þ, S,
T, C and « -shaped baffles, respectively. These decreases represent 12.410, 10.726, 14.552,
1.926, 3.735, 15.692, 10.340, 11.793, 1.815 and 37.773 per cent, respectively. While there is an

Figure 9.
Contour plots of
dynamic pressure
fields for(a) flat
rectangular (simple),
(b) triangular,
(c) trapezoidal,
(d) cascaded
rectangular-
triangular,
(e) diamond, (f) arc,
(g) corrugated, (h)þ,
(i) S, (j) V, (k) double
V (orW), (l) Z, (m) T,
(n)C and (o) epsilon
(or « ) shaped baffles,
atRe= 12,000
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increase in turbulent intensity values up to 77.900, 92.142, 96.000 and 124.031 per cent in the
case of baffles of arc, V, W and Z configurations, respectively. Or, respectively, 1.212 per
cent, 19.716 per cent, 24.728 per cent, 61.148 per cent larger than in the case of a simple flat
rectangular baffle. Moreover, by comparing the different baffles, the Z-shaped baffle gives

Figure 10.
Contour plots of

turbulent viscosity
fields for(a) flat

rectangular (simple),
(b) triangular,
(c) trapezoidal,
(d) cascaded
rectangular-
triangular,

(e) diamond, (f) arc,
(g) corrugated, (h)þ,
(i) S, (j) V, (k) double
V (orW), (l) Z, (m) T,
(n)C and (o) epsilon
(or « ) shaped baffles,

atRe= 12,000
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Figure 11.
Contour plots of
turbulent intensity
fields for(a) flat
rectangular (simple),
(b) triangular,
(c) trapezoidal,
(d) cascaded
rectangular-
triangular,
(e) diamond, (f) arc,
(g) corrugated, (h)þ,
(i) S, (j) V, (k) double
V (orW), (l) Z, (m) T,
(n)C and (o) epsilon
(or « ) shaped baffles,
atRe= 12,000
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the highest value in the turbulent intensity by about37.945, 45.646, 44.601, 46.976, 39.141,
37.193, 40.263, 47.683, 44.362, 25.710, 22.599, 45.263, 39.071 and 61.385 per cent compared to
the simple flat rectangular, triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular,
diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, W, T, C and « -shaped baffles at the same Reynolds
number, Re= 12,000.

Figure 12(a)-(o) shows the contour lines of temperature in the entire region under study,
for the cases of different baffle types treated at Re = 12,000. One can easily notice, on the
figure, that the temperature changes significantly over the hot upper and lower walls of the
channel for all cases investigated. This suggests that the temperature field is considerably
influenced by the recirculation flows as it can cause better mixing of the fluid in the area
between the hot surfaces and the core flow regions; this should result in a high temperature
gradient over the hot surfaces. These observations are also confirmed by Sripattanapipat
and Promvonge (2009). The temperature field shown also indicates a temperature drop in
the regions situated between the end of the baffle and the heated upper wall of the channel,
with an acceleration process that begins just after this same obstacle. Therefore, there is an
inverse proportionality between the increase in the flow velocity and the temperature of the
fluid, in each cross-section of the channel. These results do confirm the fact that the heat
exchange between the fluid and the hot wall, for our study, is more important when low fluid
velocities are used. Moreover, based on the analysis of the numerical results of the axial
velocity fields (Figure 8) and that of the fluid temperature fields (Figure 12), for different
baffle forms used, a relation exists between the fluid temperature and the flow velocity.

4.2 Dimensionless axial velocity profiles
The dimensionless axial velocity profiles (U/Uin) right after the considered baffle, at the
cross-section x = 0.315 m from the entrance, are presented in Figure 13. The figure suggests
that a relationship exists between the(U/Uin)profiles; it is a function of the Reynolds number,
i.e. Re = 12,000, 22,000 and 32,000, for fifteen different baffle models, i.e. flat rectangular
(simple), triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated,
þ, S, V, double V (or W), Z, T, C and epsilon (or « )-shaped. In the lower part of the channel,
and according to results in Figure 13(a) to (c), recirculation cells, with very low velocities, are
observed for all cases. These cells are due to the flow separation. The flow is reversed and
this causes its detachment at the tip of the baffle. The velocity profiles are oriented in the
direction opposite to the flow. The vortices are situated by the right sides of the baffle and
their heights are nearly equal to the magnitude of the flow blockage by this baffle; it is equal
to 0.08 m for the configuration under study. This represents an area reduction of 54.794 at
the edge of the obstacle. The comparison of the recirculation length for various baffle
geometries shows that the Z-shaped baffle generates the longest vortex. In addition, the
graphs indicate that the flow rate impacts significantly the recirculation magnitude behind
the baffle. As expected, the graphs also show that the recirculation length augments with
the flow Reynolds number. The authors Nasiruddin and Kamran Siddiqui (2007) reported
and confirmed that a vortex causes a rotary motion inside the flow field, which enhances the
mixing by bringing the packets of fluid from the near-wall region of the channel to the bulk,
and the other way around. Consequently, the vortices with longer streamwise extent and
higher vorticity have higher contribution to the mixing and hence to the heat transfer
(Nasiruddin and Kamran Siddiqui, 2007).

4.3 Heat transfer
The results of the heat transfer are all expressed in terms of the non-dimensional average
Nusselt number ratio (Nu/Nu0) along the length of the heated upper channel wall. The
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Figure 12.
Contour plots of
temperature fields for
(a) flat rectangular
(simple),
(b) triangular,
(c) trapezoidal,
(d) cascaded
rectangular-
triangular,
(e) diamond, (f) arc,
(g) corrugated, (h)þ,
(i) S, (j) V, (k) double
V (orW), (l) Z, (m) T,
(n)C and (o) epsilon
(or « ) shaped baffles,
atRe= 12,000
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Figure 13.
Effect of baffle shape
on the size of vortex,
right after the baffle
at x = 0.315 m, for
various values of
Reynolds number

(a)Re= 12,000, (b)Re
= 22,000 and (c)Re=

32,000
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quantity Nu0 is the Nusselt number for the turbulent forced-convection flow in a smooth air
channel, for the same Reynolds number; it is given by equation (16). Nu0 is used as a
reference quantity to minimize the impact of the Reynolds number in the reported results.
The normalized mean Nusselt number (Nu/Nu0) is the parametric quantity used to
determine the areas with the lowest heat transfer within the channel. Setting obstacles inside
the channels is generally meant to improve the heat transfer rate as compared to the
channels without baffles and fins. If the above mentioned number is smaller than 1, the heat
transfer is poor. However, the heat transfer performance is good when that number is larger
than 1. Simulation of the flow was carried out for the Reynolds number equal to 12,000,
17,000, 22,000, 27,000 and 32,000. The heat transfer rate is plotted as a function of the baffle
shape, in Figure 14. The graph shows that the amount of heat transfer is directly
proportional to the Reynolds number; the heat transfer rate increases as the flow rate goes
up. In all instances, the flows inside the baffled channel gives more significant Nusselt
number values than in a smooth channel (Nu/Nu0> 1) because high recirculation cells and a
thin boundary layer are induced within the baffled channel, which results in higher
temperature gradients. The maximum value of the ratio Nu/Nu0 is found for Z-configuration
while the lowest value corresponds to W-configuration at the highest Reynolds number.
This means that the recirculation flow created by the obstacles, with smaller recirculation
lengths, is not sufficiently strong to provide a considerable mixing or turbulence intensity of
the flow between the hot surface of the channel and the core; this case should be kept off.
The results obtained are found to be consistent with those reported by several authors who
confirm that some recirculation zones appear locally; this corresponds to a more significant
heat transfer (see for example Nasiruddin and Kamran Siddiqui, 2007). Considering our
study range, from Re = 12,000 to Re = 32,000, one can say that the average Nusselt number

Figure 13.
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(Nu) gains for the baffle cases with flat rectangular (simple), triangular, trapezoidal,
cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, double V (or W), Z, T, C
and epsilon (or « ) forms are within the intervals 184.612-325.754; 186.292-332.345; 184.143-
328.118, 194.229-395.931;194.423-396.267; 162.281-289.831; 166.546-295.964; 162.463-278.040;
626.944-274.862; 160.447-317.429; 156.096-263.747; 201.242-478.752; 165.825-277.217;
168.005-287.642; and 164.825-302.332 per cent, respectively, along the smooth air rectangular
cross section channel. In a comparison with the flat rectangular baffle (simple obstacle), the
Nu/Nu0value increases in the cases of triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-
triangular, diamond and Z-shaped baffles by 2.023, 0.725, 21.542, 21.645 and 46.967 per cent,
respectively at Re = 32,000. However, the Nu/Nu0 value decreases by 11.027, 9.145, 14.647,
15.622, 2.555, 19.034, 14.900, 11.699 and 7.190 per cent when the baffle shape is, respectively,
arc, corrugated,þ, S, V, W, T, C or « at the same value of Reynolds number, Re = 32,000. In
addition, the result analysis shows that for the situation with a Z-shaped baffle, there is a
higher mean heat transfer rate than for flat rectangular (simple), triangular, trapezoidal,
cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, double V (or W), T, C

Figure 14.
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and epsilon (or « )-shaped baffles; It is higher by about 31.957, 30.580, 31.463, 17.299, 17.229,
39.461, 38.180, 41.923, 42.587, 33.696, 44.909, 42.095, 39.918 and 36.849 per cent, respectively,
at the same highest Reynolds number, Re= 32,000.

4.4 Friction loss
By and large, the increase in heat transfer is not enhanced by the rise of the coefficient of
skin friction, as this would lead to a larger pressure decline. Equation (12) may be used to
determine the distribution of the friction factor (f ). The evolution of the friction factor ratio
(f/f0) versus different values of the Reynolds number (Re), for various baffles, is shown in
Figure 15. In the present situation, f0 is the friction factor in a smooth air channel, with
the same Reynolds number; it can be presented as shown in equation (17). This same figure
shows that the increase in the factors of friction is more significant than the one of the
coefficients of heat transfer generated by the temperature field. This may suggest that the
velocity and turbulence fields grow faster than the isotherms. For Reynolds numbers within

Figure 15.
Variation of
normalized friction
factor with Reynolds
number for various
baffle configurations
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the interval from 12,000 to 32,000, and for flat rectangular (simple), triangular, trapezoidal,
cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, double V (or W), Z, T, C
and epsilon (or « )-shaped baffles, the friction factor increases by about 5.140-22.586; 5.304-
23,384; 5.156-22.813; 5.679-29.792; 5.683-29.820; 3.915-17.486; 4.132-18.363; 4.148-17.494;
3.352-15.144; 3.573-19.471; 3.604-15.253; 5.979-35.770; 4.214-17.430; 4.234-17.776; and 3.329-
15.704 times, respectively, over the smooth rectangular channel, in the absence of fins and
baffles. The figure also shows that the geometry of the baffle shape has a significant impact
on the skin friction loss, for all the instances under consideration. Compared with the simple
baffle, the f/f0 ratio, in the presence of triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-
triangular, diamond, and Z-shaped baffles, is enhanced significantly, which increases by
3.192-3.531; 0.320-1.006; 10.498-31.903; 10.575-32.027; and 16.324-58.371 per cent, with
average values of 3.361, 0.663, 21.200, 21.301 and 37.348 per cent, respectively. However, the
use of arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, W, T, C and epsilon-shaped baffles leads to a considerable
decrease in the normalized friction factor for all Re values, compared with a simple flat
rectangular baffle. The reduction in the f/f0 ratio between the simple and modern baffles is
about 22.579 per cent for arc baffle, 18.697 per cent for corrugated baffle, 22.543 per cent for
þ-shaped baffle, 32.948 per cent for S-shaped baffle, 13.792 per cent for V-shaped baffle,
32.465 per cent for double V-shaped baffle, 22.827 per cent for T-shaped baffle, 21.295 per
cent for C-shaped baffle, and 30.468 per cent for « -shaped baffle, at the highest value of
Reynolds number, Re = 32,000. The effect of the change in Reynolds number on the profiles
of the normalized friction factor, along the heated upper surface of the channel, is also shown
in Figure 15.When the Reynolds number rises from 12,000 to 32,000, the factor of normalized
friction increases significantly, thus introducing large recirculation zones (Figure13 (a)-(c)].
The number of Reynolds has an impact on the average coefficient of skin friction; a
correlation exists between the two variables. Indeed, increasing the Reynolds number
results in a substantial growth in the fluid velocity; the losses due to skin friction are also
very significant. However, it is worth noting that for all Reynolds number values applied,
the case of Z-shape baffle provides the highest f/f0 ratio value. At Reynolds numbers of
12,000-32,000, the flat rectangular (simple), triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-
triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, double V (or W), T, C and epsilon (or « )-
shaped baffles seemed to decrease the f/f0 ratio by about, respectively, 14.033-36.857; 11.289-
34.627; 13.758-36.221; 5.009-16.712; 4.942-16.633; 34.508-51.114; 30.890-48.663; 30.624-51.091;
43.924-57.661; 40.228-45.565; 39.721-57.356; 29.509-51.271; 29.171-50.303; and 44.320-56.095
per cent relative to the Z-shaped baffle.

4.5 Performance evaluation
Figure 16 is plotted using the thermal performance factor (TEF) given in equation (15).
Different baffles configurations, i.e. flat rectangular (simple), triangular, trapezoidal,
cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, double V (or W), Z, T, C
and epsilon (or « )-shaped, simulated in this investigation are assessed and compared. In the
figure, the TEF value tends to increase with augmenting the Re number for all deflector
types. It is found that the TEF values vary between 1.075-1.164; 1.074-1.174; 1.071-1.169;
1.094-1.291; 1.095-1.292; 1.034-1.127; 1.042-1.132; 1.015-1.081; 1.023-1.121; 1.053-1.191; 1.022-
1.073; 1.115-1.470; 1.031-1.079; 1.043-1.112; and 1.108-1.218 for using the flat rectangular
(simple), triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated,
þ, S, V, double V (or W), Z, T, C and epsilon (or « )-shaped baffles, respectively, depending
on the Re values. Accordingly, the enhancement factors, of the channel with simple or
modern baffle, turn out to be above the unity for all cases; they are between 1.015 and 1.470,
and depend on the geometries of the baffle and Re, suggesting better thermal performance
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as compared to the smooth rectangular channel, in the absence of fins and baffles. In
addition, the TEF values of the channels equipped with triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded
rectangular-triangular, diamond, V, Z and « -shaped baffles are higher than those of the
plain channel with a simple baffle up to 0.861, 0.393, 10.928, 10.988, 2.335, 26.277 and 4.634
per cent, at the highest value of Reynolds number, respectively. However, the use of arc,
corrugated, þ, S, W, T and C-shaped baffles lead to considerable decreases in the thermal
enhancement factor for the same value of Reynolds number, compared with a simple flat
rectangular baffle. They are lower by about 3.187, 2.722, 7.140, 3.725, 7.837, 7.302 and 4.438
per cent, respectively, at Re = 12,000. Moreover, the highest thermal enhancement factor
(TEF = 1.470) is found with Z-shaped baffle at upper Re value (Re = 32,000), while the
lowest (TEF= 1.015) is forþ shaped baffle at lower Re value (Re= 12,000). In particular, the
baffle with Z-configuration and for Re = 12,000-32,000, gives a higher thermal enhancement
factor than with flat rectangular (simple), triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-
triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, double V (or W), T, C and epsilon (or « )

Figure 16.
Variation of thermal
enhancement factor
with Reynolds
number for various
baffle models
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configurations, by about 3.569-20.809; 3.696-20.127; 3.916-20.498; 1.834-12.154; 1.758-12.107;
7.272-23.333; 6.509-22.965; 8.917-26.463; 8.257-23.759; 5.513-18.960; 8.331-27.016; 7.520-
26.592; 6.452-24.324; and 0.637-17.139 per cent, respectively. Therefore, the Z-configuration,
at the highest value of Reynolds number (Re = 32,000) may be considered as the best
operating regime when using the baffles to improve the heat transfer efficiency inside the
channel.

5. Conclusion
Numerical analyses have been carried out to examine turbulent airflow and heat transfer
characteristics in a rectangular cross section channel fitted with various models of baffles,
i.e. flat rectangular (simple), triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular,
diamond, arc, corrugated,þ, S, V, double V (or W), Z, T, C and epsilon (or « )-shaped, for the
turbulent regime, Reynolds number of 12,000-32,000. The most important conclusions that
can be drawn from this study are:

� The use of the baffle with Z-geometry gives higher axial velocity than that with
rectangular (simple), triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular,
diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, double V (or W), T, C and epsilon (or « )
geometries around 6.544, 4.472, 6.275, 5.010, 4.983, 21.129, 18.572, 14.321, 29.713,
22.259, 23.497, 36.790, 14.428 and 29.699 per cent, respectively, at the same Reynolds
number, Re = 12,000.

� The simple flat rectangular, triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-
triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, W, T, C and « -shaped baffles seemed
to decrease the transverse velocity by about, respectively, 1.801, 4.427, 2.217, 4.615,
4.615, 26.041, 20.938, 18.461, 27.242, 33.696, 39.962, 11.857, 3.752, and 21.073 per cent
relative to the Z-shaped baffle, at the same Reynolds number, Re = 12,000.

� The Z-shaped baffle has the largest value of dynamic pressure as compared to other
baffles, with an increase of 12.661, 8.736, 12.140, 9.729, 9.693, 21.409, 23.371, 26.575,
50.573, 25.440, 73.755, 24.541, 26.776, and 50.576 per cent in the cases corresponding
to flat rectangular (simple), triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular,
diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, W, T, C and « -shaped baffles, respectively, at the
same Reynolds number value, Re = 12,000.

� The introduction of Z model baffle in the domain results in higher turbulent
viscosity than the use of rectangular, triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-
triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, W, T, C and « -shaped baffles up to
8.974, 12.820, 14.102, 15.384, 16.666, 29.487, 28.205, 19.230, 46.153, 17.948, 30.769,
10.256, 21.794, and 46.153 per cent, respectively, at the same Reynolds number, Re =
12,000.

� By comparing the different baffles, the Z-shaped baffle also gives the highest value
in the turbulent intensity by about 37.945, 45.646, 44.601, 46.976, 39.141, 37.193,
40.263, 47.683, 44.362, 25.710, 22.599, 45.263, 39.071, and 61.385 per cent compared
to the simple flat rectangular, triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-
triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, W, T, C and « -shaped baffles, at the
same Reynolds number, Re = 12,000.

� The result analysis also shows that for the situation with a Z-shaped baffle, there is
a higher heat transfer rate (Nu/Nu0) than for flat rectangular (simple), triangular,
trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V,
double V (or W), T, C and epsilon (or « )-shaped baffles; It is higher by about 30.580,
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31.463, 17.299, 17.229, 39.461, 38.180, 41.923, 42.587, 33.696, 44.909, 42.095, 39.918,
and 36.849 per cent, respectively, at the highest Reynolds number, Re = 32,000.

� There is also an improvement in the friction ratio (f/f0) by the Z-model baffle, about
14.033-36.857 per cent as compared the simple flat rectangular baffle, as well as
11.289-34.627; 13.758-36.221; 5.009-16.712; 4.942-16.633; 34.508-51.114; 30.890-48.663;
30.624-51.091; 43.924-57.661; 40.228-45.565; 39.721-57.356; 29.509-51.271; 29.171-
50.303; and 44.320-56.095 per cent compared to triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded
rectangular-triangular, diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, double V (or W), T, C and
epsilon (or « )-shaped baffles, respectively, depending on the Re values.

� For the range investigated, the Z-shaped baffle gives a higher thermal enhancement
factor than with simple, triangular, trapezoidal, cascaded rectangular-triangular,
diamond, arc, corrugated, þ, S, V, double V (or W), T, C and epsilon (or « )-shaped
baffles, by about 3.569-20.809; 3.696-20.127; 3.916-20.498; 1.834-12.154; 1.758-12.107;
7.272-23.333; 6.509-22.965; 8.917-26.463; 8.257-23.759; 5.513-18.960; 8.331-27.016;
7.520-26.592; 6.452-24.324; and 0.637-17.139 per cent, respectively. Thus, the baffle of
Z-geometry is considered as the best modern model of obstacles to improve the
dynamic and thermal performance of turbulent airflow within the channel.
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